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Set of 4 filters ND-EN 8/16/32/64 PGYTECH for DJI Action 2 (P-28A-012)
You can take even better photos! As? Filters will greatly facilitate the use of your equipment. These models allow you to take clear and
colorful photos. Filters such as: UV filter, ND-PL filter (ND8 / 16/32/64) are available. Optical glass will additionally take care of the high
resolution of images. Reduction of kickback and quick donning through magnesium are also ensured. The filter is light but durable at the
same time. Its water and scratch resistance make it easy to keep clean.
 
 ND-PL Filter (ND8 / 16/32/64)
This filter is also known as a light reducing filter or a neutral density filter. In very bright conditions, the camera can select the correct
exposure value to avoid overexposure. It also allows the colors in the photo to be saturated and makes the image clearer and more vivid.
Photographing some special  effects, such as water mist or light path at night,  is possible thanks to the slow shutter speed. When you
record video in direct sunlight, you can reduce the shutter speed by subtracting the lens so that the video has the proper motion blur and
looks balanced.  The photogram has an extended exposure time with the addition of elimination of polarized light thanks to the fusion of
ND and PL filters. This fact will be appreciated by aerial photographers and content creators.
 
 Light, strong, resistant and pinhole
The  filter  is  durable,  but  also  light  at  the  same  time.  It  owes  its  lightness  to  a  frame  made  of  high-quality  aluminum.  Two  holes  are
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designed for clear filming and better sound recording. The filter owes its resistance to a multi-layer coating that repels water and oil. This
makes it extremely easy to keep it clean. The filter coating is also hard for scratch resistance.
 
 Optical glass will ensure high resolution of images
The filter uses professional glass as the base material. It has been sanded and polished many times to obtain a low refractive index. The
result is faithful color reproduction.
 
Reflection Reduction
The reflective reducing coating that the filter contains. However, this does not alter the accuracy and balance of the colors. Thus you can
be sure that what you see will be accurately reflected in the picture.
 
 Magnesium quick align
The design with magnesium enables quick assembly and disassembly of the filter. Thanks to this you will be able to focus on what you
like.
 
Brand
PGYTECH
Model
P-28A-012
Material
aluminum, optical glass
Weight
ND-PL （NDPL 8 16 32 64): 5g * 4
Size
38.3mm * 38.3mm * 2.7mm
Compatibility
DJI Action 2

Preço:

Antes: € 80.9955

Agora: € 47.50
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